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 Classical Mythology in the

 Victorian Popular Theatre

 EDITH HALL

 This article argues that our picture of the uses of Greek and Roman authors in nineteenth-

 century Britain will remain incomplete unless the popular and culturally subversive genre

 of classical burlesque, a staple of the mid-Victorian popular theatre, is taken seriously by

 scholars. Dozens of burlesques of ancient epic and tragedy were performed between

 James Robinson Planchd's Olympic Revels of 1831 and Gilbert and Sullivan's Thespis of

 1871, offering the cross-class audiences access to a wide range of classical material. By

 examining a selection of important classical burlesques, some of which were never pub-

 lished, describing their authors and audiences, and situating them within their theatrical,

 historical, and ideological contexts, the article concludes that working-class and lower

 middle-class theatregoers of both sexes must have been much more familiar with classical

 mythology than they have been given credit for hitherto.

 L. Introduction

 S Several important books published over the last two decades have illuminated the

 diversity of ways in which educated nineteenth-century Britons used ancient Greece

 and Rome in their art, architecture, philosophy, political theory, poetry, and fiction.1

 The picture has been augmented by Christopher Stray's new study of the history of

 classical education in Britain, in which he systematically demonstrates that however

 diverse the elite's responses to the Greeks and Romans during this period, knowledge

 of the classical languages served to create and maintain class divisions and effectively

 to exclude all women and working-class men from access to the civil service and the

 professions.2 This opens up the question of the extent to which people with little or no

 education in the classical languages knew about the cultures of ancient Greece and

 Rome.

 There is some neglected evidence from the middle decades of the nineteenth

 century for the type of access to classical culture available to working- and lower-

 middle-class people, of both sexes, who had little or no formal training in Latin or

 Greek. An important medium through which Londoners (and the large proportion of

 1. See, e.g,. R. Jenkyns, The Victorians and Ancient Greece (Oxford 1980) and Id., Dignity and

 Decadence: Victorian Art and the Classical Experience (London 1991); F.M. Turner, The Greek

 Heritage in Victorian Britain (New Haven 1981); Norman Vance, The Victorians and Ancient

 Rome (Oxford 1997).

 2. Christopher Stray, Classics Transformed: Schools, Universities, and Society in England, 1830-

 1960 (Oxford 1998).

 Edith Hall, Somerville College, Oxford OX2 6HD, United Kingdom.

 International Journal of the Classical Tradition, Vol. 5, No. 3, Winter 1999, pp. 336-366.
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 the audiences at London theatres who travelled in from the provinces3) had access to

 classical material was the burlesque theatre. Burlesque was a distinctive theatrical

 genre providing entertaining semi-musical travesties of well-known texts and stories,

 from Ovid to Shakespeare and the Arabian Nights, from approximately the 1830s to the

 1870s.4 During these decades little ancient drama or serious drama on classical themes

 was performed in Britain.5 This was noticed with some pleasure by Charles Dickens,

 himself praised by Karl Marx for ousting the hoary nobility from their centre place in

 imaginative literature, and substituting impoverished working people.6 Dickens' an-

 tipathy to the Greek and Roman classics was connected both with his inherent radical-

 ism and with his conventional mid-nineteenth-century taste for farce, sentimentality,

 and melodrama.7 He wrote to Bulwer in 1867 that the public of their day could only be

 induced to go and see a Greek play in the form of burlesque: moreover, 'a Greek name

 and breakdown nigger-dance [the (to us shocking) term for a type of musical frolic

 characteristic of the mid-nineteenth-century popular theatre] have become inseparable.'8

 Dickens was not exaggerating: classical burlesques were so popular that in some years

 several new examples came before the public. In 1865, for example, the London play-

 houses offered no fewer than five new classical burlesques: these featured Pirithoius,

 the ancient mariner Glaucus, and Echo and Narcissus, along with the Odyssey and the

 Aeschylean Prometheus Bound.9

 New burlesques often opened at holiday times, when they reached large audi-

 ences: in the 1850s it was estimated that over sixty thousand people visited the London

 theatres and places of amusement each Boxing Night alone.'0 In this era, which in-

 vented the traditional British pantomime, it was unremarkable for at least one Christ-

 mas entertainment in any year to have a classical setting. In 1859 the theatregoer could

 choose to watch a treatment of one of the pantomime themes still familiar today, such

 3. See Percy Fitzgerald, Principles of Comedy and Dramatic Effect (London 1870), 15-16.

 4. See Allardyce Nicoll, A History of English Drama 1660-1900, vol. 4, Early nineteenth century

 drama, 1800-1850 (Cambridge 1955), 133-54.

 5. Important exceptions included Thomas Talfourd's tragedy Ion (Covent Garden 1836), on

 which see Edith Hall, 'Talfourd's ancient Greeks in the theatre of reform,' IJCT 3 (1996/97)

 283-307; Sophocles' Antigone, accompanied by Mendelssohn's music (Covent Garden 1845),

 on which see Fiona Macintosh, 'Tragedy in performance: nineteenth and twentieth-century

 productions,' in P.E. Easterling (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Greek Tragedy (Cambridge

 1997), 284-323 at 286-8; and several tragedies about Medea, on which see Edith Hall,

 'Medea and British legislation before the first world war,' Greece and Rome 46 (1999), 42-77.

 6. See Peter Demetz, Marx, Engels, and the Poets: Origins of Marxist Literary Criticism, revised

 and enlarged by the author and translated by Jeffrey L. Sammons (Chicago/London 1967-

 originally published in German as Marx, Engels, und die Dichter. Zur Grundlagenforschung

 des Marxismus [Stuttgart 1959] and later revised as Marx, Engels, und die Dichter. Ein Kapitel

 deutscher Literaturgeschichte [Frankfurt a. M./Berlin 1969]), 45.

 7. J. van Amerongen, The Actor in Dickens: A Study of the Histrionic and Dramatic Elements in the

 Novelist's Life and Works (London 1926), 72.

 8. Letter of 25 October 1867, quoted in van Amerongen, The Actor in Dickens, 72.

 9. F.C. Burnand, Pirithoiis, the Son of Ixion (New Royalty Theatre, April); F.T. Trail, Glaucus; or,

 a Fish Tail (Olympic Theatre, July); Henry J. Byron, Pan; or, The Loves of Echo and Narcissus

 (Adelphi Theatre, April); F.C. Burnand, Ulysses (St. James's Theatre, April); Robert Reece,

 Prometheus; or, the Man on the Rock (New Royalty Theatre, December).

 10. J. Ewing Ritchie, The Night Side of London (London 1857), 17.
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 Fig. 1. The Greek camp at Troy. Scene from Robert Brough's The Siege of Troy. Engrav-

 ing reproduced from the Illustrated London News, vol. 34, no. 954 (8 January 1859),

 p. 32.

 as Robin Hood (Drury Lane) or Little Red Riding Hood (Covent Garden), but at least

 one reviewer regarded them as outclassed by Robert Brough's 'ambitious' burlesque

 of the Iliad (Lyceum), entitled The Siege of Troy (fig. 1)."

 The burlesque theatre transcended class barriers. Unlike virtually all other profes-

 sionals, actors were recruited from across the class spectrum.12 Theatre audiences also

 included the proletariat: in 1859 as many as sixty thousand individuals attended the

 plebeian Standard Theatre in the East End of London--at the time the largest theatre

 in Britain-to witness John Heraud's tragedy Medea in Corinth.'3 One censorious com-

 mentator describes the audience of burlesque as a mixture of 'vapid groundlings who

 take stalls, and, with vacant mind, "guffaw" over the poor antics they come to see' and

 the fashionable 'swell of our day.'4 The Adelphi Theatre was associated with raucous

 burlesques, popularly known as 'Adelphi Screamers,' and with the unruly fans of Mr

 Wright, a drag actor specialising in transvestite roles such as Medea in Mark Lemon's

 Medea; or a Libel on the Lady of Colchis (1856).1s The Grecian Saloon in Shepherdess

 Walk, off what is now the City Road, which could seat 700 members of the urban and

 suburban working and lower middle classes, specialised in firework displays,

 11. Illustrated London News (hereafter ILN), vol. 34, no. 953 (1 January 1860), 10-11; Robert B.

 Brough, The Siege of Troy: A Burlesque in One Act (Winchester 1858).

 12. Tracy C. Davis, Actresses as Working Women: Their Social Identity in Victorian Culture (Lon-

 don/New York 1991), 3.

 13. Allan Stuart Jackson, The Standard Theatre of Victorian London (London/Toronto 1993), 65,

 68, 123-4; Hall, 'Medea and British legislation' (above, n. 5).

 14. Fitzgerald, Principles of Comedy, 150.

 15. Ritchie, The Night Side, 205.
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 cosmoramas, grotto scenes, statuary, and colonnades.t6 It was home to John Wooler's

 Jason and Medea (1851), which was held to have been 'nicely got up, but very vulgar in

 dialogue'.17

 Henry Morley, Professor of English Literature at University College, London,

 wrote in the early 1850s:

 There is a large half-intelligent population in London that by bold puffing

 can be got into a theatre. It numbers golden lads and lasses as well as

 chimney sweeps.'8

 Yet the audience also often included this worthy academic. For at the other end of the

 spectrum the big West End theatres attracted spectators including people of much

 higher social class and education, and burlesque in such contexts could be extremely

 sophisticated. George Henry Lewes (George Eliot's partner) recalled the performances

 of the suave public-school-educated Charles Mathews, at the time of his famous

 realisation of The Chorus in James Robinson Planchd's The Golden Fleece; or, Jason in

 Colchis and Medea in Corinth (Haymarket, 1845), as characterised by grace, elegance,

 and 'delightful airiness.' Mathews had been 'the beau-ideal of elegance' whose cos-

 tumes were studied by young men of the town 'with ardent devotion."'9 An engraving

 by 'Phiz' beautifully captures the mixed constituents of the audience in the 1850s: in

 the stalls sit the middle classes, in the boxes the most affluent of families, and in the

 gallery the standing hordes of the working classes.20 At the end of the period for

 classical burlesque, when it was replaced by a taste for light opera and Gilbert and

 Sullivan, the singer Emily Soldene recalled with pleasure that it had been her privilege

 'to earn the applause of all ranks,' from members of the royal family 'to the coster and

 his wife of Whitechapel.'21 Most classical burlesques would have found their ideal

 spectator in a lower middle-class male who enjoyed the topical satire in Punch; his

 education in the Classics would have been similar to that inflicted on one theatregoer

 during his childhood in the 1840s, when a governess made him merely learn 'parrot-

 wise' from the old Eton Latin grammar and from a couple of books on ancient myth

 and history.22 Those who loved the theatre for the most part simply accepted bur-

 lesque as one of the range of entertainments on offer: theatregoing diarists tend to

 record accounts of serious performances of Shakespeare alongside those of burlesque

 without any suggestion that one was inherently superior to the other.23

 Despite its wide appeal, classical burlesque has been almost completely neglected

 by scholars since William Davenport Adams' important study of burlesque, written at

 16. Ronald Pearsall, Victorian Popular Music (Newton Abbot 1973), 27.

 17. J. Wooler, Jason and Medea: A Comic, Heroic, Tragic, Operatic Burlesque-Spectacular Extrava-

 ganza (British Library Add. MSS 43,036, ff. 276-307. E.L. Blanchard, The Life and Reminis-

 cences of E.L. Blanchard (London 1891), ed. by Clement Scott and Cecil Howard, vol. 1, 86.

 18. Henry Morley, Journal of a London Playgoer from 1851 to 1866 (London 1866), 23.

 19. George Henry Lewes, On Actors and the Art of Acting (London 1875), 62.

 20. The engraving is reproduced in Pearsall, Victorian Popular Music, 67. See also Michael

 Booth, 'East end and West end: class and audience in Victorian London,' Theatre Research

 International 2 (1977), 98-103, at 101.

 21. Emily Soldene, My Theatrical and Musical Recollections (London 1897), 299.

 22. R.E. Francillon, Mid-Victorian Memories (London/New York/Toronto 1914), 45-6.

 23. E.g., Clement Scott, Thirty Years at the Play (London 1892).
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 the end of the nineteenth century.24 There are at least three reasons for the lack of

 research. First, written sources are sparse: with the significant exception of Dickens,

 the famous works of the great Victorian writers usually ignore the entertainments

 offered to the urban masses whose social stratification lay between solid middle-class

 prosperity and hopeless poverty.25 Secondly, classical burlesques have slipped through

 a chasm yawning at the place where academic disciplines fail to meet. For modern

 students of the Victorian theatre, with little education in Classics, burlesques of Ovid

 or Homer are uninviting. Scholars of English literature, on the other hand, have re-

 garded all burlesque as inferior and ephemeral, significant only as a symptom of the

 decadence of Victorian theatre. As for classicists, even those interested in nineteenth-

 century reception, few have even been aware of the existence of the genre, except

 possibly in one of its last manifestations, Thespis, or the Gods Grown Old, the first work

 on which W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan collaborated (see below, p. 363). Thirdly,

 the problem has been exacerbated by inaccessibility of many of the mid-Victorian

 burlesques, which were either published in (now) rare series such as The Acting Na-

 tional Drama or Lacy's Acting Edition, or not published at all. The unpublished bur-

 lesques discussed below (there are others) have been consulted in the Lord

 Chamberlain's collection of manuscript plays, housed in the British Library. The cre-

 ation of this important research resource was one of the few positive by-products of

 censorship in the British theatre.26

 Yet the dozens of theatrical entertainments on Greco-Roman themes produced in

 the mid-nineteenth century demand attention, since they show that knowledge of

 Classics was more widely disseminated across all social strata than has been recognised.

 For the sake of simplicity I include in the category 'burlesque' (also known as 'burletta'27)

 many pieces which styled themselves 'extravaganzas.' The founding father of the

 genre, Planchi, saw 'burlesque' as the systematic comic rewriting of a particular work

 of literature, to be distinguished from the 'extravaganza,' which was a theatrical spec-

 tacular only based on a familiar story.28 But in practice the boundaries are impossible to

 maintain: self-styled extravaganzas included extended parodies of familiar texts, while

 self-styled burlesques, which often contained lavish spectacle, could depart consider-

 ably from their textual archetype. By 1870 a comic theorist remarked that nobody-

 managers, authors, actors, or audience-could define burlesque, much less describe it:

 24. W. Davenport Adams, A Book of Burlesque: Sketches of English Stage Travestie and Parody

 (London 1891). He identifies 'mythological' (i.e. classical) burlesque as the most significant

 of burlesque's sub-species, and devotes his first major chapter to it.

 25. See John L. Bradley (ed.), Rogue's Progress: The Autobiography of "Lord Chief Baron" Nicholson

 (London 1965), viii.

 26. On the history of censorship in the British theatre see Fiona Macintosh, 'Under the blue

 pencil: Greek tragedy and the British censor,' Dialogos 2 (1995), 54-70. Without Dr

 Macintosh's advice on classical burlesque it would have been totally impossible to con-

 ceive, research, or write this article.

 27. See Nicoll, A History 4, 137-9; the term 'burletta' originally referred to a dramatic work

 which included a sufficient number of songs to allow it to be performed at one of the

 minor unlicensed theatres, which were not permitted to stage all-spoken drama until the

 Theatrical Patents Act was repealed in 1843.

 28. James Robinson Planche, The Recollections and Reflections of J.R. Planchi (London 1872), vol.

 2, 79-80. Decades later, Adams suggested the same distinction between extravaganzas and

 burlesques, which he saw as 'definite and deliberate travesties of subjects previously exis-

 tent' (A Book of Burlesque, v-vi).
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 if pressed, they would say it used 'low dresses,' and was 'a thing made up of dancing

 and jokes and an old story.'29

 II. The Origins of Classical Burlesque

 To the long tradition of burlesque of elevated texts in English belonged such

 important dramas as Beaumont and Fletcher's Knight of the Burning Pestle (1611), which

 burlesqued chivalric themes in the theatre, and Henry Fielding's burlesque of the high

 tragic style, The Tragedy of Tragedies (1731).30 The musical component of burlesque,

 however, owed more to eighteenth-century ballad opera, which featured proletarian

 characters, breakneck comic routines, and the wealth of traditional British popular

 song. The earliest of these was John Gay's The Beggar's Opera, first produced at Lincoln's

 Inn Fields in 1728. The element of spectacle in Victorian classical burlesque was in turn

 related to the fairground entertainment of the eighteenth century, which had included

 spectacular enactments of scenes from classical mythology, including Hero and Leander,

 with scenery and machinery representing 'the sea, Leander and Hero, Tritons, Neptunes,

 and mermaids,' a standard entertainment at St. Bartholomew's Fair in the East End of

 London.31'

 Yet the most important eighteenth-century antecedents of the Victorians' distinc-

 tive classical burlesques were undoubtedly the classical 'burlettas' of the Irish play-

 wright Kane O'Hara. These had included both demotic Irish jigs and elevated arias

 from operas, and mocked conventional reverence for classical mythology. O'Hara's

 Midas (first London performance: 1764) updated the classical myth of Midas and the

 ass's ears, and The Golden Pippin (Covent Garden 1773) burlesqued the story of Paris

 and Oenone. Contemporary reviewers objected that O'Hara's 'gods and goddesses

 frequently speak the language of a Wapping landlady.'32 But his influence was endur-

 ing; Midas was known by nineteenth-century writers including Planchi and his succes-

 sor W.S. Gilbert: as late as 1870 Midas was held to be universally familiar.33

 The authors of mid-Victorian classical burlesque also share a debt to the irrever-

 ent rhyming subversion of classical themes favoured by Lord Byron. He had written a

 parodic six-line translation of the opening of Euripides' Medea (June 1810), beginning:

 Oh how I wish that an embargo

 Had kept in port the good ship Argo!34

 A very similar rhyme occurs in the nurse's 'prologue' to Part II of Planchd's seminal

 burlesque, The Golden Fleece (1845), which fundamentally influenced the direction taken

 by its genre:

 29. Fitzgerald, Principles of Comedy, 150-1.

 30. Sterling Mackinlay, Origin and Development of Light Opera (London 1927), 203-5.

 31. Edward Stirling, Old Drury Lane, vol. 1 (London 1881), 15.

 32. The Westminster Magazine, 1 February 1773, 165, quoted in Margaret Maxwell, 'Olympus at

 Billingsgate: the burlettas of Kane O'Hara,' Educational Theatre Journal 15 (1963), 130-5, at

 135.

 33. Fitzgerald, Principles of Comedy, 149-50.

 34. The Works of Lord Byron (Wordsworth Edition, Ware, Herts. 1994), 34.
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 O, that the hull of that fifty oared cutter, the Argo,

 Between the Symplegades never had passed with its cargo!35

 Moreover, Byron had translated a popular modern Greek ballad, Maid of Athens, to

 which the refrain was 'Zrnlj goto, o&; d'yior' ('My Life, I love you'); Planchi used this

 refrain in a duet in the The Golden Fleece.36 The continuing influence of Lord Byron's

 works is reflected in the self-conscious quotation from Don Juan (canto I.v.201) which

 opens the preface to Francis Burnand's Venus and Adonis; or, the Two Rivals & the Small

 Boar (Haymarket 1864):

 I've got new mythological machinery

 And very handsome supernatural scenery.7

 These lines both define classical burlesque and exemplify its style. It incorporated

 mythical themes, elaborate theatrical machinery, stunning visual effects (often set in

 supernatural contexts such as Olympus or Hades), and was written virtually through-

 out in unashamedly doggerel rhyming verse.

 Planch6 had been writing burlesques since 1818, but had to wait until 1831 to

 succeed with a burlesque upon a classical theme, his Olympic Revels, the foundation

 text of the mid-nineteenth-century classical burlesque. Loosely related to Hesiod's

 accounts of Prometheus and Pandora, it was inspired by George Colman's story The

 Sun-Poker, and, under its original title Prometheus and Pandora, had been rejected by

 different theatres. But when the indomitable actress-manager Madame Vestris took

 over the Olympic Theatre, intending to attract the beau monde with a new kind of

 elegant burletta similar to French vaudeville, she turned to Planch6. His innovative

 piece, with its locally allusive new title, assured her success. The effects were charming

 (the exquisitely pretty Vestris as Pandora emerged from a trap door), and the music

 eclectic but elegant. While Pandora sang songs based on Swiss yodelling melodies, in

 order best to display her coloratura, Jupiter and the other gods sang to stirring cho-

 ruses from Carl Maria von Weber's Der Freischiitz, Mozart, and Rossini.38 Planch4 also

 attributed the success enjoyed by Olympic Revels to the decision to costume it in el-

 egant recreations of ancient clothing-a decision which was to affect the whole future

 of the genre-rather than in the absurd clown-like uniform previously conventional in

 burlesque. Prometheus, for example, was dressed in a 'Phrygian' cap, tunic, and trou-

 sers, instead of the traditional 'red jacket and nankeens, with a pinafore all besmeared

 with lollipop.'39 The next piece on which Planch6 and Vestris collaborated, Olympic

 Devils (Christmas 1831), was even more successful, especially the elaborate special

 effect which concluded in the Bacchantes' sparagmos of Orpheus' body, and the float-

 ing of his head down the river Hebrus.40

 35. J.R. Planchi, The Golden Fleece, or, Jason in Colchis and Medea in Corinth: A Classical Extrava-

 ganza in Two Parts (Lacy's Acting Edition, London 1845), 20.

 36. Byron, The Works, 34; Planch4, Golden Fleece, 14.

 37. F.C. Burnand, Venus and Adonis; or, the Two Rivals & the Small Boar. Being a fill, true, and

 particular account, adapted to the requirements of the present age, of an ancient mythological piece

 of scandal (London 1864).

 38. William Appleton, Madame Vestris and the London Stage (New York/London 1974), 64-9.

 39. Planchi, Recollections, vol. 1, 179-80.

 40. Appleton, Madame Vestris, 68-9.
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 III. The Nature of the Genre

 Over the next forty-five years dozens of burlesques on classical themes were

 performed on the London stage. They drew on ancient sources--especially epic and

 tragedy-which would have been encountered by the authors at school or university.

 But many filled out their storylines from Lempriere's famous classical dictionary, a

 book to which the scripts often make explicit reference.41 Bumand's Venus and Adonis,

 for example, recommends that fuller information on the dramatis personae can be found

 in the 'celebrated dictionary of Dr. Lempriere.'42

 The Odyssey was a staple of the genre, and the Iliad was the source of Brough's

 The Siege of Troy, whose huge cast of Greeks, Trojans, and Immortals was supple-

 mented by 'Camp Followers, Policemen, Thieves, Philosophers and Poets.' This bur-

 lesque also draws on Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida, but much of it requires famil-

 iarity with the Iliad; even the cast list incorporates Homeric epithets in both Greek and

 English for characters including Nestor and Hector. The action involves parodies of

 famous Iliadic scenes, such as Achilles' argument with Agamemnon from book i,

 Hector, Andromache, and Astyanax (in a perambulator) from book vi, Achilles' arm-

 ing scene, and the death of Hector, upon which Achilles typically comments,

 'I'll for my chariot run,

 And drag him, tied behind it, round the city.

 'Twill be effective, though perhaps not pretty'!43

 Later epic was also burlesqued: the third and fourth books of Apollonius'

 Argonautica inspired Part I of Planchd's The Golden Fleece (the 1845 Easter entertain-

 ment at the Haymarket; see fig. 2); the witty playbill claimed that Part I was

 founded on the third and fourth books of "the Argonautics", a poem by the

 late Apollonius Rhodius Esq., principal Librarian to his Egyptian Majesty,

 Ptolemy Evergetes, professor of Greek poetry in the Royal College of Alex-

 andria.44

 The attention to Apollonius is particularly strict in Aetes' instructions concerning the

 yoking of the bulls and the sown men, and in Medea's speech to Jason about the magic

 salve.45 Part II, however, was a parody of Euripides' Medea. Planchd's brilliant bur-

 lesque was to inspire several imitations throughout the history of the genre. The popu-

 larity of Ovid's Metamorphoses will also become apparent. Two examples are Francis

 Talfourd's Atalanta, or the Three Golden Apples, an Original Classical Extravaganza

 (Haymarket 1857) which drew on books viii and x, and Pluto and Proserpine; or the Belle

 and the Pomegranate. An Entirely New and Original Mythological Extravaganza of the Oth

 Century (Haymarket 1858), inspired by book v. Virgil's Aeneid also produced a famous

 burlesque, Burnand's Dido (St. James' Theatre, 1860).

 41. John Lempriere, Bibliotheca Classica: A Classical Dictionary (Reading 1788) (with numerous

 later editions and reprints, e.g., recently in paperback from Bracken Books, London 1994).

 42. Burnand, Venus and Adonis, 3.

 43. R. Brough, The Siege of Troy, 2-3, 4-12, 23-4, 29, 43.

 44. Reproduced at the front of the Lacy's Acting Edition (London 1845).

 45. Planch4, Golden Fleece, 7, 11.
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 Fig. 2. Jason and Medea flee in the Argo from Colchis. Conclusion of part 1 of J.R.

 Planchd's The Golden Fleece. Engraving reproduced from the Illustrated London News,

 vol. 6, no. 152 (29 March 1845), p. 200.

 Only one burlesque of an Aristophanic comedy seems to have been attempted,

 Planchd's The Birds of Aristophanes (1846), but the works of all three Greek tragedians

 were regularly burlesqued.46 Aeschylus was favoured by Robert Reece in Agamemnon

 and Cassandra; or, The Prophet and Loss of Troy (Liverpool, Dublin, and Portsmouth

 1868), which featured a witty encounter in Agamemnon's bathroom, and in Prometheus;

 or, the Man on the Rock! (New Royalty Theatre, London, 1865). Some of the other

 tragedies burlesqued during this period were Sophocles' Antigone and Electra, and

 Euripides' Medea and Alcestis.

 These sources suggest that a regular spectator of any social class, even if he or she

 had never read a book, could theoretically have been acquainted with the contents of

 the major ancient epics, with at least some Greek tragedies, and with perhaps a dozen

 stories out of Ovid's Metamorphoses. The reviewer of Talfourd's Sophocles-inspired

 Electra in a New Electric Light (Haymarket 1859) felt it was unnecessary to recount the

 46. For more on the background to the special category of the burlesque of Greek drama, see

 E. Hall, '1845 and all that: singing Greek tragedy on the London stage,' in M. Biddiss and

 M. Wyke (eds.), Uses and Abuses of Antiquity (Frankfurt am Main, Bern, New York, etc.,

 Peter Lang publishers, 1999), 37-55.
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 plot, for 'the classical story is, we may take for granted, well known.'47 Another no-

 ticed that the audience of Henry Byron's Orpheus and Eurydice (Strand Theatre, 1864)

 'readily appreciated his classical allusions as well as the more direct fun with which

 his scenes abounded.' But there were limits: when J.T. Trail attempted a burlesque of

 Ovid's unfamiliar account of the ancient marine-dwelling Glaucus in Metamorphoses

 xiii-xiv, a reviewer said it would not succeed, 'being a burlesque of the classic story,

 which is not so well known as many of the subjects caricatured by modem play-

 wrights.'49

 A standard feature of burlesque was the display of Greek lettering, usually in the

 form of a placard or inscription bearing an English phrase simply transliterated into

 the Greek alphabet. This was presumably intended to tempt the spectators into prac-

 tising their skill in deciphering it. Thus in Burnand's Venus and Adonis Mercury waved

 a placard at Paphos railway station, reading:

 FAQOL ANA BAX QOP APN A KPOTN5o

 A little knowledge of Homeric Greek also enhanced the pleasure in attending. In

 Bumand's Ixion; or, the Man at the Wheel (Royalty Theatre, 1863), three Thessalian

 revolutionaries are called Tondapameibomenos ('Answering him'), Prosephe ('he ad-

 dressed'), and Podasokus ('swift-footed') respectively, between them comprising one of

 the more famous of all Iliadic formulae. The programme to Burnand's Patient Penelope;

 or, The Return of Ulysses (Strand Theatre, 1863) reproduced quotations from the Odyssey

 (the set, representing Penelope's room, was also decorated with various scenes from

 Greek myth to be serially identified by the audience).5's

 A few Greek tag phrases are part of the genre's poetic repertoire: in The Golden

 Fleece Planchi punctuated one quartet with such lexical items as To kalon, Eureka!, and

 pros Thecn.52 But puns in Latin, requiring only the most elementary knowledge and no

 formal schooling in the language, are more frequent. A typical example is Pluto's self-

 admonition during a quarrel with Persephone in Byron's Orpheus: 'The suaviter in modo

 dropped must be / In favour of the fortiter in re.'"53 Bumrnand's Venus and Adonis plays

 on the words 'non est,' on 'unus' for 'one,' on 'os' for 'countenance,' and, more

 adventurously, in one dialogue:

 Venus Oh, lost Adonis! he for whom I pant, is

 Jupiter confessio amantis?

 Venus Yes! a man 'tis!s54

 Occasionally much more elaborate quotations from Latin occur, which can only have

 spoken to those who had actually studied Latin at school. When Theseus confronts the

 47. ILN vol. 34, no. 971 (30 April 1859), 419.

 48. ILN vol. 444, no. 1239 (2 January 1864), 19.

 49. ILN vol. 47, no. 1324 (15 July 1865), 47.

 50. Burnand, Venus and Adonis, 28.

 51. F.C. Bumand, Patient Penelope; or, the Return of Ulysses (London 1863), 2-3.

 52. Planch6, Golden Fleece, 8.

 53. Henry J. Byron, Orpheus and Eurydice; or, the Young Gentleman who Charmed the Rocks (Lon-

 don 1863), 22.

 54. Burnand, Venus and Adonis, 18, 19, 24, 26.
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 minotaur in Planchd's The Marriage of Bacchus (Lyceum, 1848), he addresses him thus:

 Monstrum horrendum et informe ingens,

 Prepare to get the soundest of all swingeings!55ss

 But even the quotations from classical authors tend to be part of a small repertoire of

 phrases from Horace, Ovid or Virgil, similar to that deployed in parliamentary debate

 at the time. In the burlesque theatre the effect was to debunk the practice, which was

 in fact already waning: Gladstone was considered old-fashioned because of his predi-

 lection for quoting Latin.56

 Doggerel rhyming verse was burlesque's chosen poetic medium: Planch6 self-

 deprecatingly described the hilarious effect of his classical burlesques as attributable to

 'persons picturesquely attired speaking absurd doggerel.'s57 Puns were also central to

 the genre's effect. Even the stage directions, some of which were reproduced in the

 programmes, strove for punning effect; scene 1 of B.J. Spedding's Ino; or, The Theban

 Twins (Strand Theatre, 1869) was set in 'The Gardens of Athamas at Thebes. Showing

 the Haughty-Culture of the Greeks.'s8 Amongst the favoured verbal tricks was allitera-

 tion, evident in the title of Edward Nolan's Iphigenia; or, The Sail!! The Seer!! And the

 Sacrifice!!! (1866). The genre is marked by an arch self-consciousness of its own con-

 ventions and enjoys disrupting its dramatic illusion: in Brough's The Siege of Troy

 Homer is the war correspondent of The Times newspaper, discovered spying in the

 Greek camp. He is armed with a telescope, note-book and a pencil, in order to record

 proceedings for his forthcoming epic.59 The ghost of Euripides, similarly, engaged in a

 dialogue with the ghost of Polydorus in Cranstoun Metcalfe's Hecuba ti la Mode; or, The

 Wily Greek and the Modest Maid, to lament 'the way my plays / Are murdered by these

 actors nowadays.'60

 Song was central to burlesque, which drew not only on favourite tunes from

 familiar operas, but also on the vast repertoire of ballads, nursery rhymes, and formu-

 laic genres of popular song in the English language.6' The last group (later to be

 plundered by Gilbert and Sullivan) included the 'laughing song,' the catalogue or

 'patter' song, the 'swagger' where a (male) character introduced himself, and songs

 about stock subject-matter such as drinking, the weather, or nostalgia.62 The classical

 burlesques simply adapted their material to this conventional music: in Bumand's

 Arion; or, The Story of a Lyre (Strand Theatre, 1872), the mythical singer's presence on

 the pirate boat inspires a breathtaking series of parodies from opera, including a

 chorus 'We've come to kill Arion,' sung to a famous tune from Giacomo Meyerbeer's

 Les Huguenots.63 In Brough's The Siege of Troy Ulysses, in a Scottish accent, sings a

 55. J.R. Planchi, The Extravaganzas 1825-1871, vol. 3 (London 1879), 240.

 56. George Watson, The English Ideology: Studies in the Language of Victorian Politics (London

 1973), 17-21.

 57. Planchi, Recollections, vol. 1, 180.

 58. B.J. Spedding, Ino; or, the Theban Twins. A Classical Burlesque (London 1869), 9.

 59. R. Brough, The Siege of Troy, 8.

 60. (London 1893), 14.

 61. Many of these were collected in the three-volume songbook published by Jones & Co, The

 Universal Songster, or Museum of Mirth (London 1835). Cf. Maurice Wilson Disher, Victorian

 Song (London 1955), 25-36, 136-137, for example.

 62. Maurice Disher, Victorian Song (London 1955), 25-46.

 63. F.C. Burnand, Arion; or, The Story ofa Lyre (London 1872), 13-15.
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 formulaic catalogue-song about piling up chariots with loot, to the well-known Scot-

 tish tune of Bonny Dundee.64 The tone of the musical dimension of the genre is beauti-

 fully exemplified by Planch6's The Deep Deep Sea; or, Perseus and Andromeda; an Original

 Mythological, Aquatic, Equestrian Burletta (Olympic Theatre, 1833), which used Ovid's

 Metamorphoses book iv. Handel's appropriately titled Water Music was used through-

 out, but at the climactic moment where Perseus (Madame Vestris) entered ex machina

 on Pegasus, clutching Medusa's head, the tune to which (s)he sang the following ditty

 was the universally familiar Ride a Cock Horse, a famous English nursery rhyme:

 Ride a wing'd horse,

 The country across.

 I've killed an old woman,

 Both ugly and cross;

 Ringlets of vipers hung down to her toes.

 Her name was Medusa, as all the world knows.65

 The equally important dance routines were a central part of burlesque's attrac-

 tion, which had much to do with the display of the legs of alluring females.66 One

 reviewer of Planch6's 1832 Olympic extravaganza The Paphian Bower; or, Venus and

 Adonis was so struck by the brevity of some of the female costumes that he recom-

 mended, only half-facetiously, that the Bishop of London intervene.67 The prominent

 female legs of burlesque were connected with the convention of transvestism. Olympic

 Devils was the first burlesque, classical or otherwise, to use an attractive actress as a

 mythical hero or fairy-tale prince (Vestris as Orpheus), but thenceforward the female

 breeches role became a standard feature.68 It was the burlesque (and pantomime)

 theatre's analogue of the danseuse en travesti, the ballerina who began to usurp the

 male romantic lead in the corps de ballet in both Paris and London from 1830 onwards.

 This development reflected the transformation of ballet from a courtly entertainment

 to fit the tastes of the market-place and a new bourgeois and sub-bourgeois public-

 broadly the same public who enjoyed burlesque.69

 Some burlesques were more marked by mildly naughty jokes than others; Reece's

 Prometheus, for example, described Jove as 'erratically erotic,' and apparently encour-

 aged its leading actress to assume sexually suggestive poses from her 'bondage' on the

 rock. But some of the women who played male parts in burlesque were considerable

 performers. Two of the most famous legs of all belonged to Priscilla Horton, but she

 had performed in reputable productions of Shakespeare (she was the definitive Ariel

 of her day), and possessed a remarkable contralto capable of the most difficult opera,

 heard to great advantage as the nightingale in Planch6's The Birds of Aristophanes. She

 took numerous male roles in classical burlesque, from Jason in The Golden Fleece to

 64. R. Brough, The Siege of Troy, 418.

 65. Planchi, Extravaganzas, vol. 1 (London 1879), 155-6.

 66. Kathy Fletcher, 'Planchi, Vestris, and the transvestite role: sexuality and gender in Victo-

 rian popular theatre,' Nineteenth Century Theatre 15 (1987), 9-33.

 67. Cited in Appleton, Madame Vestris, 74.

 68. Fletcher, 'Planch4, Vestris, and the transvestite role,' 22; Marjorie Garber, Vested Interests:

 Cross-Dressing and Cultural Anxiety (Harmondsworth 1993), 176.

 69. Lynn Garafala, 'The travesty dancer in nineteenth-century ballet,' in Lesley Ferris (ed.),

 Crossing the Stage: Controversies on Cross-Dressing (London/New York 1993), 96-106, at 96.
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 Fig. 3. Priscilla Horton as Oedipus in a Theban scene from the Brough brothers' The

 Sphinx. Engraving reproduced from the Illustrated London News, vol. 14, no. 366 (14

 April 1849), p. 244.

 Oedipus in the Brough brothers' 'wildly inventive' Sphinx (Haymarket, 1849: fig. 3).70

 Indeed, by the 1850s, both female-to-male and male-to-female transvestism was rou-

 tine in burlesque. Older female roles, such as Clytemnestra or Medea, began system-

 atically to be taken by men.71' The male impersonation of women had emerged from

 the even lowlier subculture of the public houses, the circus, and the transvestite demi-

 monde around the fringes of popular culture associated with sexual relations between

 men.72

 Henry Morley gave a revealing account of the success of the female breeches roles

 when recording his response to Burnand's Ixion:

 70. Jane W. Stedman, Gilbert before Sullivan (London 1969), 2-3 and n. 6. William and Robert

 Brough, The Sphinx (London 1849).

 71. The most famous male transvestite star of all was Frederick Robson of the Olympic, whose

 performance as Medea in 1856 was legendary. See further E. Hall, 'Medea and British

 legislation' (above, n. 5).

 72. Laurence Senelick, 'Boys and girls together: subcultural origins of glamour drag and male

 impersonation on the nineteenth-century stage,' in Ferris, Crossing the Stage (above, n. 69),

 82-5.
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 vba

 Fig. 4. Orpheus and Eurydice quarrel in an early scene from Henry Byron's Orpheus

 and Eurydice. Engraving reproduced from the Illustrated London News, vol. 44, no. 1239

 (2 January 1864), p. 7.

 The whole success of the piece was made by dressing up good-looking girls

 as immortals lavish in display of leg, and setting them up to sing and

 dance, or rather kick wretched burlesque capers.73

 This distinguished professor also professed revulsion at the effect of burlesque trans-

 vestism: Miss Pelham as Ixion, he writes, looks hideous with beard and moustache,

 and 'the woman in her [should] rise in rebellion,' while the Hon. Lewis Wingfield,

 who dressed 'in petticoats and spoke falsetto as Minerva,' was guilty of conduct unbe-

 coming in a gentleman.74 But this revulsion did not prevent Morley from attending

 burlesques, for his diaries detail his reactions to them alongside his records of eve-

 nings spent watching the works of Shakespeare and Racine.

 Dancing and transvestite costumes contributed to one of the most important di-

 mensions of this type of theatre-as of all Victorian entertainment-the element of

 spectacle. The ancient myths provided numerous opportunities for extravagant visual

 stunts."75 Writers and scenery designers of burlesque competed with their rivals at

 73. Morley, Journal, 7.

 74. Morley, Journal, 7.

 75. For a brilliant discussion of the reasons behind the Victorian taste for theatrical spectacle

 see Michael R. Booth, Victorian Spectacular Theatre 1850-1910 (London 1981), especially 1-

 29.
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 other theatres for the biggest gasp of wonder and approval at their lavish designs: a

 reviewer notes that in Byron's Orpheus (fig. 4), for which Mr Fenton had created the

 scenery:

 At the sound of his [Orpheus'] lyre all obstacles vanish, rocks part, and a

 temple appears, the beauty of which caused Mr Fenton to have an

 ovation... This classical burlesque cannot fail of being a great success.76

 At the end of Spedding's Ino the heroine appears from the sea, mounted on a dolphin,

 and announces she is now a goddess; this conclusion was imitated by Bumrnand in his

 Arion, when the hero ascended to the Milky Way on a dolphin while strumming his

 lyre."

 A manager famous for lavish spectacle was John Buckstone, incumbent of the

 Haymarket theatre from 1853, when Planchi wrote Mr Buckstone's Ascent of Parnassus

 to celebrate his appointment. This piece featured nine muses and puns on the 'Hel-

 lenic' names of the London theatres (the Olympic, the Grecian, the Lyceum, etc.) The

 frequent changes of spectacular scenery (for which Planchi conducted research in

 Pausanias) included representations of Mount Parnassus from a distance, Delphi, the

 Castalian Spring, the haunt of Pan, and the summit of Parnassus itself.78 Physical

 routines borrowed from the circus and sporting competitions were also regularly fea-

 tured. In Lemon's Medea Jason has a boxing match with Orpheus, and is also a skilled

 acrobat and knife-swallower; in Talfourd's Electra Orestes, played by a young woman,

 has a wrestling match with Lycus much praised by the press.79 Burnand's Pirithoiis, the

 Son of Ixion (New Royalty Theatre, 1865), included a centauromachy performed by a

 horseback circus troupe; the Hades tableau in the final scene displayed Tantalus in a

 bath, Sisyphus as an acrobat, kicking a large ball uphill, and Ixion turning his wheel.80

 IV. The Insouciance of Classical Burlesque

 An important factor in the ideological workings of classical burlesque is the social

 and educational background of the genre's authors. The majority were somewhat

 rebellious or disaffected members of the middle class, and the term 'bohemian' is

 regularly found in the description of their lifestyles by contemporaries, notably in the

 cases of Talfourd, Burnand, and Blanchard.8' The 'decadent' authors of classical bur-

 lesque however fall into two identifiable groups. Some of them were from relatively

 prosperous families, and had nominally studied Classics at university. At Balliol Col-

 lege, Oxford, in the 1850s, Robert Reece had produced two farces 'to the horror of the

 authorities.'82 Francis Burnand, the son of a well-to-do London stockbroker, was edu-

 76. ILN vol. 444, no. 1239 (2 January 1864), 19.

 77. Spedding, lno, 46; Bumand, Arion, 32.

 78. Planchi, Extravaganzas, vol. 4 (London 1879), 263-4, 291.

 79. British Library Add. MSS 52,960L, 6; ILN vol. 34, no. 971 (30 April 1859), 419.

 80. F.C. Burnand, Pirithoiis, the Son ofl Ixion (London 1865).

 81. See, e.g., Burnand, Records, vol. 1, 387 (Talfourd); Joseph Knight, 'Edward Leman Blanchard,'

 Dictionary of National Biography, vol. 22 (London 1909), 216.

 82. J.G. Alderley, 'The fight for the drama at Oxford,' Oxford Times 10th September 1887,

 cutting in the file Oxford University Dramatic Society vol. 1 (1884-1926), Bodleian Library,

 Oxford.
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 cated at Eton and Cambridge (where he was much involved in comic theatricals), and

 flirted with a career in the church or the law. But he fell out with his father when he

 left university, making a career in the popular theatre an economic necessity.83 'Bohe-

 mian' Frank Talfourd failed to graduate from Christ Church, Oxford after running up

 huge debts."

 The other group, who did not attend university, must have encountered Classics

 at school. Henry Byron, although the son of the British consul at Hayti, became an

 actor before he was twenty after failing in the middle-class professions of medicine

 and law.85 The brothers William and Robert Brough were a brewer's sons. Although

 they were educated at a provincial private school in Newport, Wales, their fortunes

 were blighted when their father's business failed through his enthusiasm for radical

 causes. Robert, the more talented writer, worked as a clerk before finding success in

 the theatre. But he had apparently inherited his father's politics, publishing in 1859 the

 satirical Songs of the Governing Classes, written from a radical perspective.86

 Yet the mildly rebellious authors of classical burlesque did not use it as a platform

 for radical politics. The truth is that the social ferment and reforming zeal of the

 theatre of the 1830s, which, in the wake of the Great Reform Act of 1832 had permitted

 experimentation even with republican ideas,87 was replaced soon after the accession of

 Queen Victoria in 1837 with a much more conservative stance, apparently unques-

 tioned in burlesque. Nolan's Agamemnon at Home; or, The Latest Particulars of that Little

 Affair at Mycenae (1867) actually goes out of its way to criticise political radicals cur-

 rently demonstrating for parliamentary reform.8s In addition, this piece is even more

 unpleasantly racist than most burlesques,89 although jokes about 'niggers' were, sadly,

 part of the genre's standard repertoire. It is of course significant that Agamemnon at

 Home was performed not in the popular theatre of London or Liverpool but on the

 amateur stage of the ever-conservative Oxford University. But a similar conservatism

 marks some of the great hits of the London stage, including Burnand's Ixion, in which

 much humour is created at the expense of the 'radicals' of ancient Thessaly, loosely

 modelled on French revolutionaries. Ixion's anti-monarchical wife is followed by a

 'Crowd of Red Republicans, Unread Republicans... appropriately crowned with mob

 caps.'90 One of the revolutionaries, Tondapameibomenos, suggests some revolutionary

 violence against King Ixion:

 Let us break all the windows, and make plain

 The "Rights of Man," by reference to Paine.9'

 83. Burnand, Records, vol. 1, 322.

 84. See T.N. Talfourd's unpublished diary in his Private Personal Memoranda (1841-1854), en-

 tries for Friday 26 October and 3 December 1849 (Talfourd Collection, Reading Public

 Library).

 85. Jim Davis (ed.), Plays by H.J. Byron (Cambridge 1984), 1-32.

 86. 'Robert Barnabas Brough,' Dictionary of National Biography, vol. 2 (London 1908), 1355-6.

 87. One of the more important of such writers was Francis Talfourd's father Thomas, a radical

 MP and composer of politically charged tragedies set in ancient Greece (Hall, 'Talfourd's

 ancient Greeks' [above, n. 5]).

 88. E. Nolan, Agamemnon at Home; or, the Latest Particulars of that Little Affair at Mycenae. A

 Burlesque Sketch (Oxford 1867), 12.

 89. Nolan, Agamemnon, 23.

 90. F.C. Burnand, Ixion; or, the Man at the Wheel (London 1863), 2.

 91. Burnand, Ixion, 8.
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 Yet the red revolutionaries of ancient Thessaly come to an ineffectual end, casually

 struck motionless by Mercury when their humorous potential has been exhausted. The

 burlesque theatre may have had its subversive dimension, but explicit political radical-

 ism was alien to it.

 Yet burlesque occasionally implies a mild sympathy for reform in its audience,

 especially in the works of Frank Talfourd (the son of Thomas Talfourd, a radical MP

 and supporter of universal male suffrage).92 Apollo laments in the prologue to his

 burlesque of Euripides' Alcestis that people do not believe in the gods any more, or

 worship at Delphi's altars: all they can talk about these days is 'the Rights of Per-

 sons.'93 There is a vaguely cynical attitude towards politicians, apparent in, for ex-

 ample, Talfourd's burlesque of Sophocles' Electra. Here the corrupt tyrant /Egisthus is

 characterised as a cynical manipulator of the people of Argos. He is aware that mon-

 archs do not write their own speeches, which are written by their ministers.94 Burlesque's

 position on women is also ambivalent. Domineering wives are stock characters (usu-

 ally played by men). The most terrifying is Ino in Spedding's Ino, who batters her

 husband Athamas, 'a wretched hen-pecked member of the matrimonial band.' He

 confides to his guest Etes that

 A week or two of our connubial fights

 Would teach you what is meant by women's rights.95

 Yet several burlesques do subtly take the side of women in ancient myth--even of

 Medea-and this must, at least in part, be a response to the female component of the

 audience."

 The subversiveness of the genre, however, was expressed more by its tone and

 stance than by its explicit content. To burlesque any 'classic' text is of course slightly

 subversive. But to travesty the very content of the education which divided the classes

 and fostered the elite, in front of a distinctively cross-class audience, was a complex

 procedure of some ideological potency. The insouciant attitude of the generation of

 burlesque writers in the 1850s and 1860s is clear from their subtitles, which self-

 consciously indicate disrespect for their sources: Talfourd's Alcestis; the Original Strong-

 Minded Woman: a Classical Burlesque in One Act (Strand Theatre, 1850) was further

 brazenly subtitled a most shameless misinterpretation of the Greek Drama of Euripides.

 Classical burlesque is thus related to the serious critiques of classical education which

 serious-minded intellectuals were publishing at the time,97 and to the humorous ac-

 92. In my study of Thomas Talfourd, 'Talfourd's ancient Greeks' (above, n. 5), 296, I unfairly

 suggested that he was not necessarily committed to universal male suffrage, whereas in fact

 he was an enthusiastic supporter of this principle. See ILN vol. 15, no. 382 (28 July 1849),

 52.

 93. Talfourd, Alcestis, 'Prologue.'

 94. Francis Talfourd, Electra in a New Electric Light (London 1859), 6, 7, 37.

 95. Spedding, Ino, 9-10.

 96. In a forthcoming study Fiona Macintosh is to show how burlesques about Medea, in

 particular, were progressive in their exposure of women's plight in Victorian society. Al-

 though women certainly attended classical burlesques, as well as acting in them, unfortu-

 nately no source of which I know records a woman's responses to this type of theatre in

 any detail.

 97. Stray, Classics Transformed, 83-113.
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 counts to be found in the works of the comic prose writers. When Charles Dickens, for

 example, read his novels aloud in public recitations, he slightly adapted them to heighten

 their dramatic effect. In the eighth chapter of Nicholas Nickelby, the schoolmaster Squeers

 tells the pupils, to whom he teaches English spelling and philosophy, that a horse is 'a

 quadruped; and quadruped's Latin.' But in the performance version, Dickens added

 the much stronger denunciation of training in ancient tongues: '...or Greek, or He-

 brew, or some other language that's dead and deserves to be.'gs Thackeray, in the

 persona of M.A. Titmarsh, describes a journey to Athens, and includes a hilarious

 attack on conventional adulation of antiquity. Titmarsh regards the ten years of Clas-

 sics he endured as 'ten years' banishment of infernal misery, tyranny, arrogance.' In

 Attica he was visited by the Greek muse, and explains that he could not effect any

 reconciliation with her because he read her poets 'in fear and trembling; and a cold

 sweat is but an ill accompaniment to poetry.' Ancient History was 'so dull.. .that

 when the brutal dullness of a schoolmaster is superadded to her own slow conversa-

 tion, the union becomes intolerable.' People only 'say they are enthusiastic about the

 Greek and Roman authors and history, because it is considered proper and respect-

 able.'9

 There was a particularly strong opposition perceived between Classics as it was

 experienced in schools and universities, and the delights of the popular theatre. Renton

 Nicholson (see further below) composed a song in 1853 to advertise the Drury Lane

 Pantomime, whose words are supposed to be sung by young men released from the

 classroom and lecture hall:

 Let Homer be banished, and Virgil laid down,

 Academics be blowed,-we have come up to town...

 The schoolmaster's at home, his pupils abroad;

 Who cares for his cane? And who cares for his Rod?1xo

 Burnand, similarly, records a conversation with the 'short, wizened, dried-up elderly'

 Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University, from whom he asked permission to stage

 three burlesques at Cambridge in the 1850s. The Vice-Chancellor misunderstood his

 request, assuming that by 'staging a play' the young undergraduate before him must

 have meant a Greek or Latin drama.101 The account implies that serious ancient theatre

 represents the establishment, while burlesque is the medium of smart young rebels--

 even though they were officially students of Classics.

 The classical burlesques often make explicit their authors' own resentment about

 their pedantic education: in Vincent Amcotts' Ariadne: or, The Bull! The Bully!! And The

 Bullion!!! (1870), Theseus' studious friend Mentor loses his treatise on Greek verbal

 roots, which has fallen 'overboard.' Theseus suggests that all 'classic authors' be thrown

 overboard:

 98. See van Amerongen, The Actor in Dickens, 47.

 99. William Makepeace Thackeray, Notes of a Journey from Cornhill to Grand Cairo (London

 1846), quoted from Id., Burlesques, From Cornhill to Grand Cairo and Juvenilia (London/New

 York 1903), 272, 276.

 100. Bradley, Rogue's Progress, 314.

 101. Francis C. Burnand, The "A.D.C." Being Personal Reminiscences of the University Amateur

 Dramatic Club, Cambridge (London 1880), 7-17.
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 Away with Latin, Greek, and all such stuff,

 For I've been over bored with them enough.1'02

 Similarly, in Burnand's Ixion, Minerva wants to reject Ganymede's application for the

 post of Olympian butler on the ground of his poor classical education:

 For his situation

 We want competitive examination;

 How can he hand about the drinks that we brew

 Unless he knows his Latin, Greek, and Hebrew?1'03

 Perhaps the most powerful example is constituted by the finale of Burnand's Venus

 and Adonis. Adonis sings a 'spelling' song about the burlesqued ancient poet, Ovid:

 Adonis (spelling): O, V, ov; I, D, id -

 OVID was his name!

 To which the ensemble (Pluto, Jupiter, Venus, Mercury, Vulcan and Adonis) respond:

 Marked by cane

 Very plain,

 Each young swain

 Laughs again,

 When he sees

 METAMORPHOSES

 Right in the middle of the play bill, oh!1o4

 The burlesque thus reminds its audience of the corporal punishment attendant in

 schools upon the deciphering of Ovid, and points up the pleasure to be derived from

 revisiting the text of the Latin epic in the theatre of burlesque laughter. For Burnand,

 who at Eton had been made truly miserable by Greek and Latin, later recalled the

 great popularity of his burlesque Dido, which in 1860 ran for no fewer than eighty

 nights. He meditated that in conceiving this assault on the Aeneid, 'perhaps I was

 taking revenge on the Classics.'"s

 V. Classical Burlesque as Cultural Appropriation

 It is possible to see in the complex ideology of classical burlesque a witty subver-

 sion of classical education, with all that might imply for an audience including many

 people who had no access to the privileges such an education conferred. Yet even if

 they were ostensibly repudiating Classics, burlesques were simultaneously appropriat-

 ing the subject for their audience. Nineteenth-century classical burlesque belongs to

 102. Vincent Amcotts, Ariadne; or, The Bull! The Bully!! And the Bullion!!! A Classical Burlesque

 (London 1870), 8.

 103. Burnand, Ixion, 18.

 104. Burnand, Venus and Adonis, p. 50.

 105. Francis C. Burnand, Records and Reminiscences, Personal and General, vol. 1 (London 1904),

 144-7, 366.
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 that sub-category of burlesque literature which comic theorists identify with trav-

 esty-the 'low burlesque' of a particular work or story achieved by treating it 'in an

 aggressively familiar style.'106 Such a 'familiar' treatment paradoxically implies a form

 of cultural ownership. The authors of classical burlesque liked to display their knowl-

 edge of Classics to their audiences, but it seems that these audiences enjoyed the sense

 of cultural possession which their own familiarity with some aspects of Classics, de-

 rived from or affirmed in burlesque, then bestowed upon them. Victorians of all classes

 were, as Pearsall has put it, sentimental and aesthetically conservative, but they were

 also sharp, cynical, and knowing;107 the subversively 'knowing'--even conspirato-

 rial-tone of burlesque was similar to that of the slightly later Victorian phenomenon

 of the music hall.108 There is an emphasis in classical burlesque on 'knowing' the

 details about ancient culture, distinguishing Greek from Latin names, and pointing

 out anachronisms. In The Golden Fleece Medea complains that Eros is 'vulgarly called

 Cupid'; in Lemon's Medea Creon says that Medea cannot follow a new career as a

 Vestal Virgin, as Glauce suggests, because Vestals 'will be Roman institutions, / Not

 Grecian.'109

 The mock-erudite tone of classical burlesque is also apparent in its semi-serious

 instruction in details of ancient mythology, which often takes the form of a rhyming,

 punning, adaptation of an article in Lempriere's dictionary. In Planch6's The Marriage

 of Bacchus (Lyceum 1848), Daedalus sang a 'patter song' which escorted the audience

 on a breakneck journey through classical history and myth, with lines about Homer,

 Hannibal, Cato, Plato, Aeneas, Sardanapalus, Dido, Caesar, and Priam."0 In Burnand's

 Venus and Adonis Vulcan sings a 'catalogue' song enumerating Jove's love affairs,

 'There's Semele, Leda, Europa, Callisto' etc.111"

 Several classical burlesques mused knowingly upon ancient stage conventions.

 Planche's 1845 The Golden Fleece was prompted by the important production of

 Sophocles' Antigone, accompanied by Mendelssohn's music and a sixty-strong male

 chorus, which had been a huge success at Covent Garden that season.112 Charles

 Matthews, Planchd's 'Chorus,' explained:

 Friends, countrymen, lovers, first listen to me;

 I'm the Chorus: Whatever you hear or see

 That you don't understand, I shall rise to explain-

 It's a famous old fashion that's come up again.113

 By twenty years later, in December 1865, when Planch6's adaptation of Offenbach,

 Orpheus in the Haymarket, played at the Haymarket, the figure of Public Opinion could

 affirm in the prologue that everyone, whatever their social background, now knew

 what a Greek chorus did:

 106. John D. Jump, Burlesque (London 1972), 2.

 107. Pearsall, Victorian Popular Music, 15.

 108. See Peter Bailey, 'Conspiracies of meaning: music-hall and the knowingness of popular

 culture,' Past & Present 144 (1994), 138-170.

 109. Planchi, Golden Fleece, 9; Lemon, Medea, 13.

 110. Planchi, Extravaganzas vol. 3, 248-9.

 111. Burnand, Venus and Adonis, 13.

 112. On the important Covent Garden Antigone see further note 5, and Hall, '1845 and all that'

 (above note 46), 39f.

 113. Planchi, Golden Fleece, 5.
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 On this occasion I enact the Chorus.

 There's not an urchin in this learned age,

 But knows that on the old Hellenic stage

 The Chorus told the audience all the plot,

 Whether there was one in the play, or not.'T4

 Similarly, in Talfourd's Electra the audience heard about the Greeks' preference for

 keeping violence off stage. This brilliant burlesque also featured a play-within-a-play,

 'the performance of a Strolling Company of ACTORS on a Thespian cart,' thus con-

 firming in Talfourd's audience their knowledge about the origins of Greek tragedy in

 the pre-classical era.11s

 VI. Classical Burlesque as Self-Definition

 Yet alongside such passages, which reinforce a sense of familiarity with pleasur-

 able aspects of ancient culture, one of the most distinctive features of classical bur-

 lesque was its creation of humour out of anachronistic references to the contemporary

 world of the audience. In the eighteenth century comic writing for the stage had

 ridiculed its characters; Victorian comedy, on the other hand, deliberately avoided

 overt malice, and emphasised amiability and fellow feeling between writer and char-

 acter. From the 1840s onwards the primary source of wit and humour was regarded as

 incongruity-the arbitrary juxtaposition of dissimilar ideas and material-which was

 seen as giving rise not to an 'insolent' but to a 'congenial' sense of superiority.116 There

 was a beautifully stark incongruity in juxtaposing classical myths with references to

 hailing cabs, or making Admetus smoke the cigars to which he is addicted in Talfourd's

 burlesque Alcestis. Indeed, in 1870 Percy Fitzgerald argued that in mythological bur-

 lesque of the type pioneered by Planch6, mirth is produced precisely by 'a transposi-

 tion of the subject matter into, or its contrast with, some inappropriate time or condi-

 tion.' The successful burlesque humorist would to try to

 reproduce his old Romans and Greeks as nearly as possible with the weak-

 nesses and conditions of our everyday life... Knowing how inconsistent

 such old manners and customs are with present habits, he will exaggerate

 the former so as to make the discordance more startling."7

 Reviewers therefore often compliment authors who write burlesques in which 'the

 theme is classical, but scarcely the spirit of the piece,' an approving contemporary

 description of Byron's clever Pan; or, the Loves of Echo and Narcissus (Adelphi Theatre,

 1865, see fig. 5);118 the outstanding success of the Brough brothers' The Sphinx was a

 result precisely of its contrast of 'authentic' classical scenery and costumes with the

 114. Planchi, Extravaganzas, vol. 5, 239.

 115. Talfourd, Electra, 29-30. See further Edith Hall, 'Sophocles' Electra in Britain,' in Jasper

 Griffin (ed.), Sophocles Revisited: Studies in Honour of Hugh Lloyd-Jones (forthcoming, Oxford

 University Press 1999).

 116. Robert Bernard Martin, The Triumph of Wit: A Study of Victorian Comic Theory (Oxford 1974),

 17, 22.

 117. Fitzgerald, Principles of Comedy, 154-5.

 118. ILN vol. 46, no. 1310 (15 April 1865), 359.
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 iO;

 Fig. 5. The apparition of Pan, attended by satyrs, at the climax of Henry Byron's Pan;

 or, the Loves of Echo and Narcissus. Engraving reproduced from the Illustrated London

 News, vol. 46, no. 1313 (6 May 1865), p. 424.

 smart, contemporary, updated riddles which (Edipus had to solve.119 Examples could

 be multiplied. A highlight of Wooler's Jason and Medea was Chiron's song about the

 Great Exhibition of that year; in the second scene of Frank Sikes' Hypermnestra (Ly-

 ceum Theatre 1869), the Danaids play croquet in the Argive palace garden; a woman

 in Burnand's Arion walks strangely because of her 'Grecian bend'-an allusion to a

 shape of profoundly un-Greek corsetted female costume fashionable at the time.120

 The presence in London of the Metropolitan Police Force, established as recently

 as 1829, features prominently in burlesque: in Talfourd's Alcestis the imported figure

 of Polax the Policeman, lover of Alcestis' nurse, 'is habited in a classic dress, with the

 exception of his hat, cape, and staff, which are those of a modem policeman.'121 In

 119. ILN vol. 14 no. 3566 (14 April 1849), 244-5.

 120. Wooler, Jason and Medea, 27; Frank Sikes, Hypermnestra; or, the Danaides. A Sensational Bur-

 lesque (1869 = British Library Add. MSS 53075 L) scene 2; Burnand, Arion, 21: see Lucy

 Barton, Historic Costume for the Stage (London 1937), 462.

 121. Francis Talfourd, Alcestis, the Original Strong-Minded Woman: A Classical Burlesque in One

 Act (Lacy's Acting Edition, London 1850), 12.
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 Sikes' Hypermnestra Danaus is arrested by Mercury and an attendant policeman.122

 Other modem social developments were deliberately inserted into the classical milieu;

 in Amcotts' Pentheus (1866), inspired by Euripides' Bacchae, Pentheus threatens Bacchus

 with compulsory membership of the temperance movement, and a vow of abstinence;123

 in Brough's The Siege of Troy Helen is 'the divorced wife of Menelaus, married, under

 the new act, to Paris,' a reference to the great Divorce Act of 1857.124

 There was a particularly pervasive tendency to refer to modern technology. In

 Amcotts' Pentheus, Bacchus, when asked during the earthquake if the gas is exploding,

 observes:

 To talk of gas so long before its age

 Is really making light of history's page.125

 The Theseus of the same author's Ariadne points out that diving-bells 'aren't yet in-

 vented.'126 The audiences seem to have found intrusive references to modern forms of

 vehicular transport quite hilarious. In Spedding's Ino the Greek heroine pushes her

 twins in a perambulator; in a burlesque Jason and Medea Jason's war-chariot is drawn

 by Theseus and Pirithous riding bicycles instead of horses; in Amcotts' Ariadne Theseus

 arrives in Crete by steamboat.'"27 Burlesque betrays a particularly strong obsession

 with railways: in Blanchard's Antigone Travestie of 1845, Creon's response to his prob-

 lems is to imagine taking the next train out of Thebes and emigrating to New South

 Wales; Planchd's The Birds of Aristophanes (1846) satirises plans to build a cross-channel

 railway tunnel; Lemon's Medea features a scene at Corinth Railway Station.128

 So why did the Victorians conjure up this bizarre theatrical world where mythical

 Greeks and Romans mingled with policemen and modem railway stations? They were

 of course interested in all previous periods of history-in the medieval era, the Renais-

 sance, and the epoch of revolution--as much as in Greco-Roman antiquity. Yet it was

 as no simple 'mirror' that they used any period of the past. Their historical conscious-

 ness was a mode of self-consciousness involving a complex dialectical process by which

 analogy became awareness of difference. As Culler concludes, when the Victorian Age

 looked into the mirror of history, 'it saw not merely itself reflected but also the whole

 122. Sikes, Hypermnestra, 62.

 123. Vincent Amcotts and W.R. Anson, Pentheus: A Burlesque in Three Acts. Founded to a Certain

 Extent on the "Baccha" of Euripides (Oxford 1866), 16.

 124. R. Brough, The Siege of Troy, 2. See also Byron, Orpheus and Eurydice, 28, where Proserpine

 declares she wants to sue for a divorce from Pluto on the ground of infidelity (he has

 kissed 21 girls). In Burnand's Venus and Adonis the audience is informed that Juno has won

 a formal separation from Jove, who used to beat her, on the grounds of 'cruelty and base

 desertion' (p. 9). On the reflection of marriage legislation in classical myth in the Victorian

 theatre see further Hall, 'Medea and British legislation' (above, n. 5).

 125. Amcotts, Pentheus, 39.

 126. Amcotts, Ariadne, 8.

 127. Spedding, Ino, 13; J. Addison and J. Howell, Jason and Medea: A Ramble after a Colchian. A

 Classical Burlesque (Garrison Theatre, Woolwich, 1876 = British Library Add. MSS 53203 M),

 4; Amcotts, Ariadne, 7.

 128. E.L. Blanchard, Antigone Travestie (New Strand Theatre, 1845). British Library Add. MSS

 42982, 172. (This innovative burlesque, and the serious production of Antigone which in-

 spired it [see also above, p. 355] are discussed in detail in E. Hall, '1845 and all that').

 PlanchM, The Birds of Aristophanes (London 1846), 17; Lemon, Medea, 7.
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 panorama of the past... Indeed, in the course of looking to the past it became con-

 scious of the distinctive characteristics of the present.'"29 For the newly 'historicist'

 outlook of the Victorian era gave rise to the idea of 'modernity' as it is now under-

 stood. It was through thinking with history and 'classic' authors that the Victorians

 became conscious of the meaning of their own modernity, the characteristics of their

 age. The conscious modernisation involved in burlesque helped audiences to conceive

 what made them different from people of the past. The newly created image of the

 scientifically advanced, modemrn, urban society was constructed out of symbols of what

 the Greeks and Romans did not share with modernity-the policemen and steam

 engines central to the Victorians' metropolitan self-image.

 VII. The Victorians and Comic Expression

 The burlesque of classical texts and myths must ultimately be placed in the con-

 text of the Victorians' profound taste for comedy, to which their dominant sense of

 affluence and progress seems to have provided a special backdrop:'3x it was during

 the nineteenth century that it became socially unacceptable to be thought lacking a

 sense of humour, and the English sense of humour became an important part of

 English self-definition. Indeed, with the exceptions of the Irish and the Americans, all

 other nations were regarded as existing in a state of humourless darkness.'3' Gilbert

 Abott i Beckett took pains to defend the contemporary taste for comic expression,

 even in works of instruction, in his The Comic History of Rome (1852), although he is

 aware that 'Comic Literature' is still despised in certain quarters, 'since that class of

 writing obtained the popularity which has especially attended it within the last few

 years.'132 This entertaining volume is enhanced by the engraved illustrations by John

 Leech, which express perfectly the spirit-and probably the direct influence of the

 scenic design-of theatrical classical burlesque (see fig. 6 [p. 360]).

 The taste for humorous rewriting of classical stories penetrated middle-class pri-

 vate theatricals. In 1865 two famous writers of burlesque co-published a collection

 'Specifically Written for Performance in the Theatre-Royal Back Drawing-Room.' Only

 one, William Brough's Robin Hood, has a non-classical theme. The others are his Pha-

 eton; or, Pride Must Have a Fall, and Burnand's Orpheus; or, the Magic Lyre, Sappho; or,

 Look Before You Leap!, and Boadicea the Beautiful; or, Harlequin Julius Caesar and the

 Delightful Druid.133 The book contains amusing instructions for the achievement of

 special effects: the sound of Phaeton's chariot crashing could be created by throwing

 flat-irons, bootjacks, candlesticks, kitchen pokers, and a full coal-scuttle from a tea-tray

 to the floor; Charon in Orpheus would look good in a sou'-wester; there are sugges-

 129. A. Dwight Culler, The Victorian Mirror of History (New Haven/London 1985), 284.

 130. Roger Henkle, Comedy and Culture: England 1820-1900 (Princeton 1980), 4-5.

 131. Martin, The Triumph of Wit, 6, 36; F.P. Cobbe, 'The humour of various nations,' Victoria

 Magazine 1 (July 1863), 194.

 132. Gilbert Abott ~i Beckett, The Comic History of Rome (London 1852), p. v. This author also

 wrote burlesques for the theatre.

 133. W. Brough and F.C. Burnand, Beeton's Book of Burlesques (London 1865). This article has

 dealt exclusively with burlesques of classical myths, but many others staged scenes from

 ancient history, including the lives of Alexander the Great and Cleopatra, and from the last

 days of Pompeii.
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 Fig. 6. 'Romulus and Remus discovered by a gentle shepherd.' Frontispiece, by John

 Leech, to Gilbert Abbot % Beckett's The Comic History of Rome (London 1852).

 tions for how to paint a scene-cloth depicting the Leucadian Rock from which Sappho

 can leap.T'

 Staged burlesque was also popular in elitist contexts. St. John's College, Oxford,

 staged several classical burlesques in the 1860s with an all-male cast, including Nolan's

 infantile send-up of Aeschylus' Agamemnon, entitled Agamemnon at Home.135s Mean-

 while, at Balliol College, a much funnier undergraduate reading Classical Moderations

 followed by Modern History was writing a burlesque of Euripides' Bacchae, an adapta-

 tion of Offenbach's La Belle H~llne, and an Ovid-inspired burlesque Ariadne.'36 The ban

 on theatrical performances at Oxford University at this time meant that these classical

 burlesques had to be staged 'more or less surreptitiously.'"37

 Yet the spirit of classical burlesque was omnipresent: undergraduates and even

 134. W. Brough and Burnand, Beeton's Book, 35, 40, 78.

 135. See above, p. 351 with n. 88.

 136. For Pentheus see above, n. 123; Vincent Amcotts, Fair Helen: A Comic Opera (Oxford/Lon-

 don 1866); for Ariadne see n. 102.

 137. A handwritten inscription, dated 1907, on the cover of the Bodleian Library's copy of

 Amcotts' Fair Helen records that 'In those days the drama was cultivated, more or less

 surreptitiously, in Oxford by a set of men of whom Amcotts was a leading member.'
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 their superiors were using varieties of parody and burlesque in privately circulated

 texts which, paradoxically, were confirming their membership of their elite. This prac-

 tice can be dated to at least as early as a puerile 1816 burlesqued translation of Euripides'

 Alcestis, done line-by-line, as its author explains, with niunerals printed to 'help' its

 readers through the Greek of Gaisford. Its comic rhymes and scatological humour are

 plainly aimed at teenage boys seeking to alleviate the boredom of ploughing through

 the original tragedy.'38 In 1843 an undergraduate at Oxford published a self-styled

 burlesque of Aeschylus' Persians entitled The Chinaid, in which his stated object was 'to

 invest with absurdity' his classical model. The recent Opium Wars suggested replac-

 ing Xerxes with Chinyang, the Emperor of China, and his chorus with opium-addicted

 court mandarins. About fifty percent of the text is fairly accurate translation of the

 original.139 Similar in spirit is Trevelyan's updated version of Aristophanes' Wasps,

 which is replete with esoteric references to fellow members of his Cambridge univer-

 sity clique, their alcoholic japes, and confrontations with the police.140 Even the Very

 Reverend Henry Longueville Mansel, Dean of Christ Church, Oxford, chose classical

 burlesque in a parody of Aristophanes' Clouds when he wanted to satirise the political

 and religious controversies afflicting Oxford University.141

 In an important study of the all-pervasiveness of the comic spirit in Victorian

 culture, Roger Henkle defines the Victorians' 'comic attitude' as the avoidance of the

 upsetting aspects of a subject, or a reduction in the consumers' confrontation with its

 social implications.142 This is exactly what the burlesques of ancient myth and litera-

 ture did with their harsher aspects. The 'moral distancing' in the burlesque theatre

 was partly made possible by the impersonation of young .men by women, which

 allowed the audience to recognise and empathise with the (often famous) player, and

 thus to distance themselves from the fictitious character she was impersonating. Orestes

 the murderer and vindictive Olympian rapists are rendered innocuous, even charm-

 ing, by being played by exaggeratedly 'feminine' women.143 But more importantly, the

 incest, death, murder, rapine, and deviation from socially acceptable forms of behaviour

 so fundamental to classical mythology are ruthlessly censored in burlesque. In those

 dealing with Medea, her children are either not killed at all, or are revivified by her

 magic. In The Siege of Troy even Hector comes back to life after his duel with Achilles.

 In Talfourd's Electra the hero Orestes is spared the guilt of actually killing his mother

 and uncle. Sappho burlesques always 'corrected' her sexuality to ensure that she was

 infatuated with a man. In Bumand's Dido, the unbearable emotional pain of Aeneid

 138. I. Styrke, Euripides's Alcestis Burlesqued (London 1816). At the end the chorus address the

 reader, expressing their hope that he has enjoyed it, 'Whether you read the Greek, or

 smudge, twitter and smirk / At the blithe, jolly version of Issachar Styrke' (p. 97). "The

 Greek" was that of the edition of Thomas Gaisford (Euripidis Alcestis, ex optimis exemplaribus

 expressa. Cum variis lectionibus, in usum scholae regiae Westmonasteriensis [Oxford 1806]).

 139. [Anon.], The Chinaid, or the "Persae" of Aeschylus Burlesqued (Oxford 1843); cf. Hall, '1845

 and all that' (above note 46), 39.

 140. G.O. Trevelyan, The Cambridge Dionysia. A Classic Dream (Privately printed, Cambridge

 1858), 8.

 141. Henry Longueville Mansel, The Phrontisterion, in his Letters, Lectures, and Reviews including

 the Phrontisterion; or, Oxford in the nineteenth century, ed. Henry W. Chandler (London 1873),

 395-408.

 142. Henkle, Comedy and Culture, 4-6.

 143. George Taylor, Players and Performances in the Victorian Theatre (Manchester/New York

 1989), 140.
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 book iv is transformed into an undignified squabble between male drag actors as Dido

 and Anna over Eneas, their Trojan beau, played by an attractive young woman.'44

 The writers of comedy and comic theorists were aware that their era was inimical

 to tragic drama. Some even blamed burlesque for the dearth of serious drama during

 this period, arguing that it was precisely the taste for burlesque of highbrow works

 which had led to the blurring of the line between true drama and low entertain-

 ment.14s Some killjoy members of the literary and intellectual elite despised and avoided

 burlesque altogether. An obituary of Frank Talfourd in The Athenaeum regrets that he

 'left the world with little or no adequate witness of his powers-the travestie and

 burlesque in which he revelled showing but one, and that the poorer, side of his gay

 and brilliant intellect.'146 In 1870 a writer who dreamed of a superior type of comedy

 disdains the intellects of the spectators of burlesque, lamenting that the genre now

 failed to tickle the brain, for the actresses 'acting Hector and Achilles only delight the

 eye.'47

 VIII. The Death of Classical Burlesque

 In the late 1860s and early 1870s commentators became increasingly restive about

 the state of comic writing, especially writing for the stage. They yearned for more

 intellectual wit and less amiable sentimentality in their humour. The more censorious

 of them could see that the burlesque seam was exhausted, and the well of inventive-

 ness, especially when it came to puns, had been drained dry.148 Burlesque's death

 knell is sounded by a reviewer of Burnand's burlesque of Antony and Cleopatra in 1873,

 who describes the performance as thoroughly inane:

 The fact is that burlesque has been done to death, and the attempt to raise it

 from an occasional entertainment into a permanent institution must ulti-

 mately fail.'49

 The public agreed, for burlesques-certainly classical burlesques--die out at this time,

 except, indeed, for the 'occasional entertainment' at small or private theatres, such as

 Metcalfe's clever burlesque of Euripides' Hecuba, performed privately as late as 1893.150

 The pivotal moment was the first work on which Gilbert and Sullivan collabo-

 rated, Thespis, or the Gods Grown Old (1871). The scholar who wrote the canonical

 modem study of Thespis rightly saw that the libretto is 'more closely related to Victo-

 rian extravaganza than anything else,' although he failed to recognise that Gilbert

 came directly from a tradition of theatre in which classical burlesque played a central

 role.'51 Gilbert was a close friend of Edward Blanchard, who had virtually invented

 the burlesque of Greek tragedy with his Antigone Travestie in 1845;152 an even more

 144. ILN vol. 36, no. 1017 (18 February 1860), 155.

 145. Fitzgerald, Principles of Comedy, 142, 251.

 146. 'Our Weekly gossip,' The Athenaeum, no. 1794 (15 March 1862), 364-6 at 365.

 147. Fitzgerald, Principles of Comedy, 150-1.

 148. Martin, The Triumph of Wit, 17, 38; Fitzgerald, Principles of Comedy, 149-99.

 149. ILN vol. 63, no. 1776 (13 September 1873), 239.

 150. Cranstoun Metcalfe, Hecuba ii la Mode; or, The Wily Greek and the Modest Maid, performed at

 Vestry House, Anerley.

 151. Terence Rees, Thespis: A Gilbert and Sullivan Enigma (London 1964), 15.

 152. Burnand, Records, vol. 2, 366. On Blanchard's Antigone Travestie see above n. 128
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 important influence on both Gilbert and Sullivan was Planch6, although Thespis also

 owes something (notably the gods' boredom) to Offenbach's Orphie aux Enfers.1'53

 Gilbert had begun his career with works such as Pygmalion and Galatea, performed

 slightly earlier in 1871 than Thespis.TM When he embarked on his first collaboration

 with Sullivan, it was at the Old Gaiety Theatre, known as 'the home of burlesque.' For

 this setting it seemed natural to them both to compose a musical piece set on Olympus,

 starring the ancient gods, with a plot involving their temporary replacement by a

 troupe of ancient Greek actors led by the tragedian Thespis. This demonstrates the

 connection with earlier classical burlesque, for example Talfourd's Electra, which had

 featured a troupe of actors from Thespis' time in its play-within-a-play (see above, p.

 356). Thespis, moreover, includes numerous other features typical of the classical bur-

 lesque: the pseudo-Greek comic names (Thespis' travelling players include Timidion,

 Tipseion, Preposteros, and Stupidas), young women in tights impersonating Olym-

 pian gods, Thespis' enumeration in Act I of Jove's sexual scandals with Danae, Leda

 and Europa, and his recitation of the entry under 'Apollo' in Lempriere's classical

 dictionary.1'55 Indeed, it is possible to read the libretto of Thespis as a self-conscious

 satire on the conventions of the genre of the classical burlesque. Thespis, for example,

 is aware that the Victorian theatre had preferred its classics in burlesque form, declar-

 ing that as an actor he is rarely called upon to act the role of Jupiter these days, for 'In

 fact we don't use you much out of burlesque."1s6

 Thespis was unsuccessful-too clever, it seems for its audience, who failed to

 understand either the more obscure classical allusions or the self-conscious commen-

 tary on the genre intended by its authors.'"'57 It was to be with Trial by Jury (1875),

 which had a contemporary setting, that Gilbert and Sullivan were to make their name.

 Their new operettas were soon to supersede the old burlesque altogether, and along

 with it abandon its plots drawn from Greco-Roman mythology.'58 Although they

 adopted various settings for the subsequent works, from the Japan of Mikado to the

 Venice of Gondoliers, they never again put the Greco-Roman world before their audi-

 ence. Other authors simultaneously abandoned the rhyming, punning subversion of

 classical mythology which had entertained London audiences for several decades: by

 1888, and George Hawtrey's Atalanta (Strand Theatre), even the hallmark rhyming

 couplets of traditional burlesque had been abandoned in favour of up-to-date idiom-

 atic prose dialogue.'59

 Such 'Hellenism' as did appear in Gilbert and Sulllvan's subsequent operettas

 was totally different from that of the burlesque theatre-it was the pretentious Helle-

 153. On the connection between Planch6 and Gilbert, see Harley Granville Barker, 'Exit Planch4-

 enter Gilbert,' London Mercury 25 (1931-2), 457-66, 558-73. On the Offenbach connection

 see Richard Traubner, Operetta: a Theatrical History (New York/Oxford 1983), 13, 153.

 154. This burlesque may well have been partly inspired by the extraordinary success of Franz

 von Suppd's 1865 Pygmalion operetta, Die schbne Galathea, in Berlin. See Traubner, Operetta,

 106-7.

 155. Rees, Thespis, 71, 93, 162, 134.

 156. Rees, Thespis, 120. See also the 'metatheatrical' chorus in Act I, where the chorus sing,

 'Here's a pretty tale for future Iliads and Odyssies, / Mortals are about to personate the

 gods and goddesses.'

 157. See Leslie Baily, Gilbert and Sullivan and Their World (London 1973), 38-9.

 158. Mackinlay, Origin, 228-9.

 159. Mackinlay, Origin, 214.
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 nism of the Aesthetic movement, which they wittily mocked in Patience in 1881. The

 Aesthetes were by the late 1870s turning for inspiration less to medieval sources and

 more to Greco-Roman statuary and the paintings of Alma-Tadema,16o which certainly

 contributed to the death of classical burlesque. Watching popular entertainers dressed

 up as ancient Greeks perhaps seemed less hilarious than watching progressive mem-

 bers of the educated classes doing so in all seriousness.161

 A related development was the new fashion for academic Greek plays, beginning

 with the Agamemnon performed in Greek at Oxford in 1880. This led to the foundation

 of regular performances of Greek plays at Cambridge, Bradfield School, and subse-

 quently educational establishments up and down the land.162 By the 1890s 'Classical

 theatricals' indubitably meant academic Greek plays; an anonymous comedy Our Greek

 Play, performed in 1892, sends up an erudite curate who organises a 'Greek play' at his

 local stately home. 163 The fun in this piece is no longer at the expense of the conven-

 tions of classical literature, as in the burlesque theatre, but of a new convention-the

 contemporary fashion for serious performances of classical tragedies.

 IX. Conclusion: Classics Beyond the Elite

 Burlesque was by no'means the only medium of entertainment through which

 uneducated people had access to classical culture in the nineteenth century. There

 were other types of popular diversion which treated the classics with more or less

 insouciance. Extensive use of a kind of Latin, for example, characterised the famous

 'Judge and Jury Society' run at the Garrick's Head Hotel in Bow Street, London, by the

 publican, Renton Nicholson. This society conducted subversive mock trials based on

 celebrated cases of the day. The half-educated Nicholson had himself spent time in

 gaol, and was thus familiar with judicial Latin.'M The trials had a working-class tenor,

 for Nicholson liked trials involving the private lives of aristocrats, bestowing upon

 them new titles such as the Hon. Viscount Limpus versus the Hon. Priapus Pulverton.26s

 The female parts were acted by male transvestites, and Nicholson, who always acted

 the judge, entertained his demotic audience by extemporising in streams of amateur

 Latin, especially when summarising what an observer denounced as the 'filthy par-

 ticulars' of the cases.'166

 Working-class access to classical myth and history included the entertainments

 offered by travelling showmen. The famous Billy Purvis took his booth theatre around

 the circuit of northern racetracks, in which he displayed phantasmagorias illustrating

 160. Leonee Ormond, 'Female costume in the aesthetic movement of the 1870s and 1880s,'

 Costume 2 (1968), 33-38, at 38.

 161. See Stella Mary Newton, Health, Art and Reason: Dress Reformers of the nineteenth Century

 (London 1974), 58.

 162. See further P.E. Easterling, 'Greek plays at Cambridge,' in Le Thfiltre antique de nos jours:

 Symposium international & Delphes 18-22 Aoilt 1981 [Centre culturel europden de Delphes]

 (Athens 1984); P.E. Easterling, 'The early years of the Cambridge Greek play,' in C. Stray

 (ed.), Classics at Cambridge (Cambridge, forthcoming); Macintosh, 'Tragedy in performance'

 (above, n. 5).

 163. British Library Add. MSS 55505L.

 164. Bradley, Rogue's Progress, xi, 250-1, 291.

 165. Charles Douglas Stuart and A.J. Park, The Variety Stage (London 1895), 8-10.

 166. Ritchie, The Night Side, 80.
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 scenes from classical mythology, such as Neptune in his car with Amphitrite and

 Tritons; Purvis's troupe of actors also performed paraphrases of plays on classical

 themes, including The Death of Alexander the Great.167 The most famous of all early

 circus performers, Andrew Ducrow, specialised in 'hippodramatic' enactments of Her-

 cules' labours, of Alexander the Great taming Bucephalus, of the rape of the Sabine

 women, and Roman gladiators in combat.)6s Most of these were performed at Astley's

 Theatre in London, which was heterogeneous in its clientele: it had a large working-

 class audience, and yet middle-class families also took their children.169 In the unlikely

 event of any of the audience becoming bored during the action, they could raise their

 eyes to the ceiling (renovated in 1858), adorned with pictures of Neptune, Diana,

 Cybele, Apollo, Dawn, and Venus, all riding chariots drawn by appropriate animals

 (peacocks for Venus, deer for Diana).170

 A telling source for the variety of avenues by which the Londoner in the 1840s

 had access to classical mythology is the diary of Charles Rice, by day a lowly porter at

 the British Museum, guardian of celebrated Greco-Roman antiquities for the middle

 and upper classes, but by night a tavern singer in the public houses of central London.

 On February 19, 1840, at the 'Adam & Eve' in St. Pancras Road, he was engaged to put

 his knowledge of ancient sculpture to profitable use by delivering notices accompany-

 ing Mr. Lufkeen's delineation of The Grecian Statues, a series of acrobatic poses based

 on classical statuary (a routine originally popularised by Ducrow), including 'Hercules

 wrestling with the Nemean Lion.'171 Lufkeen and Rice were entertaining people from

 the lowest income bracket, but the work of the more famous Ducrow was also accept-

 able to middle-class taste: one educated reviewer could compare his athletic poses

 with the work of ancient Greek sculptors:

 What god-like grace in that volant movement, fresh from Olympus... to

 convert his frame into such forms... as the Greek imagination moulded

 into perfect expression of the highest state of the soul, that shows that

 Ducrow has a spirit kindred to those who in marble made their mythology

 immortal.172

 Yet this form of entertainment, in other contexts, soon developed mildly pornographic

 associations. From the 1840s onwards well-developed female models in skin-tight 'flesh-

 ings' could be seen in the popular poses plastiques, in which they imitated naked classi-

 cal statues for the delectation of audiences which contemporary critics regarded as

 including the 'worst sort' of person.173 Tableaux Vivants such as Diana Preparing for the

 167. Daniel Bowman, The Life and Adventures of Billy Purvis (Newcastle 1875), 137; David Mayer,

 'Billy Purvis: travelling showman,' Theatre Quarterly 1 (1971), 27-34.

 168. A.H. Saxon, The Life and Art of Andew Ducrow (Hamden, Connecticut 1978), 73, 109, 47.

 169. John M. East, 'Andrew Ducrow: the world's greatest equestrian performer,' Theatre Quar-

 terly 1 (1971), 37-9, at 37.

 170. ILN vol. 33 no. 946 (20 November 1858), 488, 490.

 171. Laurence Senelick (ed.), Tavern Singing in Early Victorian London: The Diaries of Charles Rice

 for 1840 and 1850 (London 1997), 44-5.

 172. Quoted in East, 'Andrew Ducrow,' 37.

 173. See K.G. Holstrom, Monodrama, Attitudes, Tableaux Vivants (Stockholm 1967); R.D. Altick,

 The Shows of London (Boston, Mass. 1978), 345-9; Taylor, Players and Performances, 47.
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 Chase, at Liverpool's Parthenon Rooms in 1850, provided a narrative of eroticised

 female beauty in which proletarian sexual voyeurism was legitimised by the use of

 classical mythology.'74 One of the more important directors of such events was the

 same enterprising Renton Nicholson of the 'Judge and Jury' society, who hired work-

 ing-class girls to enact scenes from classical myth which he accompanied with mock-

 learned 'lectures.'175 A contemporary critic regarded Renton's poses plastiques as mor-

 ally reprehensible, and was displeased that women were allowed to join the audi-

 ence.176

 Public house entertainment, circuses, hippodrama, fairground theatre, and poses

 plastiques would all, therefore, bear further investigation to see what they can tell us

 about the uses of classical culture by the population beyond the educated elite in

 nineteenth-century Britain. But none of these diversions was as ideologically complex,

 as rich, and as challenging to the modem interpreter as the charming, cheeky, and

 surprisingly erudite phenomenon of the mid-Victorian classical burlesque. For this

 important genre of popular theatre transcended narrow class interests, repudiated

 classical education and yet at the same time appropriated the more pleasurable parts

 of its contents for ordinary people, and helped them define their modernity. Our

 picture of nineteenth-century classicism in Britain will therefore surely remain incom-

 plete until the burlesque theatre takes its place as a serious subject of study alongside

 the canon of great literary responses to the Greeks and Romans produced by and for

 the classically educated elite.

 174. Davis, Actresses, 125.

 175. Bradley, Rogue's Progress, 298-9.

 176. Ritchie, The Night Side, 80.
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